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Background - Text of planned 6 minute full speech (limited to 4 mins speech – italics not
spoken) by Mr Jim Shannon MP of Strangford in House of Commons on Thursday 18
January 2018 Backbench debate by APPG – Fair Business Banking…..
“That this House is deeply concerned by the treatment of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) by the Global Restructuring Group of the Royal Bank of Scotland;
notes that there are wider allegations of malpractice in financial services and related
industries; believes that this indicates a systemic failure to effectively protect businesses,
which has resulted in financial scandals costing tens of billions of pounds; further
believes that a solution requires the collective and collaborative effort of regulators,
Parliament and Government; and calls for an independent inquiry into the treatment of
SMEs by financial institutions and the protections afforded to them, and the rapid
establishment of a tribunal system to deal effectively with financial disputes involving
SMEs.”
2.15 PM Mr Jim Shannon MP for Strangford “I thank the hon. Member for Norwich South
(Clive Lewis) for securing this Banking debate and all right hon. and hon. Members who
have spoken. We have heard significant contributions and good personal stories although,
unfortunately, some were very hard to listen to.
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In Northern Ireland, SMEs account for 75% of employment, 75% of turnover and 81% of
gross value added. The private sector has clearly taken us away from the past, and it is
important that we do so. I have written to the FCA, and Andrew Bailey in particular,
outlining the case for UK SMEs.
As part of my research last September, almost a decade after the 2007/2008 financial crisis, I
wrote to the Chief Executive of the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), Mr Andrew Bailey,
and asked him to set out what the FCA / FSA had achieved since 2007/2008 or still planned
to do for our UK SME’s. The FCA is chaired by the former KPMG Managing Partner,
Mr John Griffith Jones, whose firm audited HBOS, including HBOS Reading. As many in
this House will recall HBOS was described by the former esteemed Chair of the Treasury
Select Committee, Mr Andrew Tyrie MP, as the second worst failure in British banking history, …..pause … after RBS. I therefore also asked Mr Bailey what his Chairman and the
FCA Board believed HMG and Parliament could still do to improve banking and their
regulatory powers and processes for SME’s. I have placed my 19 September 2017 letter and
Mr Bailey’s delayed response in his 7 page letter dated 20 November 2017 in the Members
library. For the record I am delighted to see that the Chair and Members of the Treasury
Select Committee are continuing the excellent work in this parliamentary session of pursuing
and holding the audit regulator, the Financial Reporting Council, to account while I am also
grateful to the Honourable Member for Loughborough who has already circulated this FCA
correspondence to her parliamentary colleagues on the Treasury Select Committee. In short
from Mr Bailey’s letter I would like to make two relevant points to this debate. Firstly, the
only planned action referred to in his reply is that the FCA expect to issue a Consultation in
relation to expanding the role of the FOS to undertake more disputed cases with banks. As of
last Friday, the Financial Ombudsman’s Office did not know or could not tell me when the
FCA would issue that Consultation.
The second point that arises is that the FCA Board apparently do not have any suggestions
or comments or inputs on where it feels HMG and/or Parliament should consider further
action in support of SME’s. I hope the new Chair of the FSA and Board from April 2018 ,
who I understand is to be another “2007/2008 financial crisis key lawyer / player” Mr
Charles Randell, will consider that, in part, the FCA have a responsibility to provide what
additional regulatory powers etc they believe they may need in their discussions with the
newly appointed and capable City Minister, Mr John Glen MP, so he can assess carefully in
the public interest of SME’s…. and bring forward for debate and action in this House. When
he settles in to his new role I will put down a few written questions on this matter.
I am reminded that the former Chair of the Treasury Committee referred to HBOS as the
second-worst failure in British banking history—it was beaten, of course, by RBS. In our
correspondence, Mr Bailey made a couple of relevant points. The only planned action to
which his reply referred was that the FCA expected to issue a consultation on the expanded
role of the Financial Ombudsman Service in undertaking more disputed cases with banks.
As of last Friday, however, nothing had happened, so everyone is dragging their heels, and
the FCA board seems to have no suggestions or comments to make. I respectfully ask the
Minister and Her Majesty’s Government what action they would consider taking to further
support SMEs.
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In parallel with that strategic question to the FCA, I was aware from my DUP Parliamentary
colleague, Mr Sammy Wilson MP (and a Vice Chair of the APPG), that the APPG for Fair
Business Banking is proposing an independent Tribunal type system and process. I
considered it useful that I might gain some more insight and knowledge in to the FOS
capability/capacity to undertake these type of banking cases both today for microenterprises
and in a broader remit. Therefore during the summer recess my parliamentary aide submitted
an FOI raising a number of specific questions to the Financial Ombudsman Service.
I have also placed in the Members library the FOS responses and my email exchanges but in
essence their “mis-selling complaint records” only really begin in sufficient detail from July
2015.
I select just three pieces of information to share in our debate, while commending Members
read the email exchanges and letters since my initial FOI in August 2017.
Firstly, since July 2015 some 633 mis-selling complaints for fixed rate commercial loans and
mortgages have been considered by the FOS for microenterprises. 183 of those could or
would not be considered by the FOS.
Secondly, 21 of those cases were upheld with awards of greater than £75,000; of which had
recommendations of greater than £150K . The FOS does not track whether their
recommendations above £150K are actually acted on and whether the successful
complainant business actually receives the monies recommended above the current statutory
award limit from the bank.
Finally, the average time taken to resolve fixed rate commercial loan complaints was 163
days with the longest 10% of complaints (60+) being resolved in 397 days………more below.
I am aware from my right hon. Friend the Member for East Antrim (Sammy Wilson) that the
all-party group on fair business banking proposes an independent tribunal system, which is
good news. I am also aware that a freedom of information request has shown that since July
2015, the FOS has considered some 633 mis- selling complaints from micro-enterprises
regarding fixed-rate commercial loans and mortgages. Some 21 were upheld with awards of
greater than £75,000, and some recommendations were for as much as £150,000, but are the
successful complainant businesses actually receiving from the bank the money recommended
above the current statutory award? I can say now that some of my constituents have not. It is
absolutely disgraceful that while their complaints have been upheld, the moneys are still
lingering somewhere other than where they should be—with the complainants.
In the short time I have, I want to illustrate my point with the case of a large family dairy
farm in Northern Ireland. It took out a £1 million loan with Danske Bank on the day of the
highest LIBOR rate, on 1 October 2008, and since the day of £1 million loan drawdown on
22 January 2009, the farm has paid almost £500,000 in capital and—wait till you hear this
one—£535,000 in interest, including another £62,000 because it moved to another bank. That
bank has really screwed them, if I can use that word. I do not know if it is unparliamentary
language and I apologise if it is, but that is how I feel. The Democratic Unionist party is
watching how the FOS process handles this mis-selling case.
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There are lots of other cases as well. Another bank that has treated small businesses in
Strangford with disdain is the Ulster Bank. It has “restructured” its loans—that is its way of
describing what appear to be deliberate destabilising assaults on small businesses. How do we
quantify compensation for lost opportunities? The fact is we cannot. Small businesses have
gone under, drowning as they watch the Government bailing out bankers. I call for the return
of the old-fashioned code of truth, honesty, fairness, common decency, integrity and
transparency throughout the whole banking industry. I call for the return of the bank manager
who actually knows people, rather than glancing at an online profile. It is time that we did our
best for our people.”
Extracts from Hansard John Glen

Economic Secretary to the Treasury

“The motion calls for an independent inquiry into the treatment of SMEs by financial
institutions, reflecting the frustration addressed by Members across the House today in
respect of the experience of their constituents. A number of contributions have also focused
on the proposed new tribunal system to deal with financial disputes between banks and
SMEs.
As the industry, the FCA and the Treasury progress discussions on this issue, all
avenues will be considered. The FCA is undertaking a review, and it launched a
discussion paper on SMEs in November 2015. I feel that that is a very long time ago, so I
am reassured to be able to report to the House that it will be making a statement on
Monday 22 January on its 2015 SME paper and on its consultation on widening SME
eligibility for the Financial Ombudsman Service. I shall look carefully at what it comes up
with. The FCA has promised to consult on widening the remit of the FOS for small
businesses—the detail of that will be known—and to take a view on SMEs’ access to redress
more broadly. I hope and believe that we will see significant steps forward……….
I fully recognise the frustration that the hon. Gentleman is expressing, but I also said that the
Government rule nothing out. We will see what the proposals are and respond accordingly.
I think that that is a reasonable position given the relationship between the Government and
the FCA.
And in an intervention to the Economic Secretary Rt Hon John Glen MP
Ian Paisley (North Antrim) (DUP) The Minister is making a thoughtful speech. Can he
assure the House that the FCA will not be a toothless bulldog and that it will actually have
some bite?

Tuesday 17 April 2018 Backbench Debate - postponed beyond 18 April 2018
with Emergency Syria and anti-Semitism debates …. to 10 May 2018 .
Backbench debate by APPG – Fair Business Banking…..
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“Short” Debate held on Thursday 10 May 2018
Redress for victims of banking misconduct and the FCA
“That this House welcomes the public disclosure of the Section 166 report into the
conduct of GRG; is concerned about the fundamental difference of tone and emphasis
between the summary produced by the FCA and the full report; believes this calls into
question the strength and independence of the regulator; notes that the concerns raised
in the debate on 18th January with regard to the financial services sector, which is not
limited to RBS, and its advisors not only persist, but are amplified by the conclusions in
the report; calls on the Treasury to instruct the FCA to move on to phase 2 of the
investigation into the root causes of RBS GRG by a body independent to the FCA; and
once again calls for a full independent inquiry into the full financial services sector and
the associated industries that have allowed misconduct to thrive, and the establishment
of an independent mechanism for redress for businesses.”
Planned speech by Mr Gregory Campbell MP for 17 April 2018

(postponed) –

removed at Original page 5-7 and then on 10 May 2018 with restriction to 4 minutes.
My DUP colleague Mr Jim Shannon MP, in his speech on 18 January, brought the House’s
attention to a case of a large family dairy farm in my constituency. Their daughter and sister
is Jim’s constituent. As members may recall the Minister acknowledged the legitimacy of
Jim’s uncharacteristic language when he said “that Danske Bank has really screwed them, if I
can use that word. I do not know if it is unparliamentary language and I apologise if it is, but
that is how I feel” as he told the House that “since the day of £1 million loan drawdown on
22 January 2009, the farm has paid almost £500,000 in capital and—wait till you hear this
one—£535,000 in interest, including another £62,000 because it moved to another bank.”
Let me tell the House about the conduct and actions of Danske since Jim’s speech – right up
to TODAY’s redemption of Danske debt. The Dairy farm brought the £1m Fixed interest
Loan to an end in March 2018, as it implemented its move to their new Bank and organised
to begin trading as a Limited Company on 1 May 2018. The next day 23 March 2018 Danske
created a new bank account of some £579K including all of that £62K + break cost and the
remaining capital outstanding sum. Although it had three options in the contract available
those involved In Danske consciously chose to apply to this £579K by FAR the MOST
ONEROUS option – that was an increase in the Lending Margin from 1.5% to a daily
interest rate of 6.55% , which is hardly the appropriate conduct / proportionate to their situation and a mis-selling complaint and the five Senior Managers and Certification Regime
(SM&CR) Conduct rules - integrity , due skill , care and diligence , pay due to the interests
of customers and treat them fairly etc .
Meantime the farm met each and every one of its other £12K loan repayment and interest obligations to Danske in March and April and would have readily accepted a charge equal to the
daily Bank Libor rate of about 0.5%.or about 7 % of the c £5072 charged by Danske since 22
March 2018 to TODAYs redemption, whilst in the transition to their new Bank and Limited
Company status. But NOT ONLY did Danske charge this £5072 sum but they wanted a
further daily interest charge on ALL their accounts, despite delays by Danske . …… and
incredulously (in bold in their letter ) a £6 charge for the CHAPS fee … to transfer the
£1.25m in redemption funds TODAY.
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The House should hear that this sum is identical to the Debt my constituents started with, ..
after repaying over another £1.25m in repayments, interest and charges to Danske , from
January 2009 ….. STAGGERING.
This is also the Bank who told my constituents, as can be seen in the transcript of the recording on the highest Libor rate day 30 September 2008/1 October 2008, that the money market
screens showed a rate of 5.05% over 15 years. Experts on a pro bono basis calculate and
have since provided copies of the money market screens for those days which show in fact
that the Danske swap rate was c 4.69% - enabling Danske to take an undisclosed Mark to
Market (MTM) income of £25K from Day 1 – which Danske continued to sustain in its
entirety in the £62k break cost despite the mis-selling complaint and the Directors of the
Farm deciding not to accept a Novation of that Fixed Interest Loan contract.
Furthermore it seems that the 1.5% Lending Margin portion of the 6.55% and equal to £107K
since the outset of the contract was SOLELY to cover the farm Default, and of course instead
of Refinancing the structure of the Loan when low milk prices and trading was tough Danske
continued to lend more money through what Danske call their Dairy Support Loan Facility.
Which in fact was really an overdraft immediate repayment facility and within which this
Farm has incurred some £28K in interest and charges since 2015 so that the fixed loan
payments could continue to be made. Of course they never defaulted and in fact every penny
has been transferred TODAY, despite the fact that Danske had insufficient land security.
In the only letter my constituents ever sent directly to their CEO Mr Kevin Kingston, at the
end of last month seeking these final redemption figures, he did not even have the courtesy
of a personal reply under the Senior Managers and Certification Regime. Perhaps because he
was engaged elsewhere ….. as Danske Bank NI is the bank, which just on Tuesday, was
reported as the MOST profitable company in Northern Ireland. Its Profits before tax rose
from £117m in 2016 to £145m in 2017 and Mr Kingston was quoted as saying
“We are absolutely delighted to have retained top spot in the Belfast Telegraph’s listing of
the Top 100 companies in Northern Ireland for the fourth year in a row”.
Following a 50 minute interview with the FOS on 15 March 2018 and this 22 March 2018
decision the Farm’s pro bono support team will shortly update their Claim to the FOS and
FCA accurately to some £400K + .
We also know from the SAR disclosures of the Danske Credit Committee applications that
the Directors of the Bank have already taken an impairment in the total debt well in excess of
that £400K+ ……. will they now reverse that in to profits for 2018?
I leave the House to draw its own conclusions……… as all this in a context in which my
colleague Mr Shannon MP, in his concluding remarks in that 18 January speech, stated
“I call for the return of the old-fashioned code of truth, honesty, fairness, common decency,
integrity and transparency throughout the whole banking industry. I call for the return of the
bank manager who actually knows people, rather than glancing at an online profile. It is
time that we did our best for our people.”
Finally, I want to have on our record too, by quoting part of a 21 November 2017 letter from
the FCA CEO to Mr Shannon MP and the TSC, under Mr Andrew’s Bailey’s heading Senior
Managers and Certification Regime….
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“In response to the recommendations of the Parliamentary Commission for Banking Standards (PCBS) HM Treasury legislated to implement a new Senior Managers and Certification
regime (SMCR) for all deposit takers. This regime has been in force since March 2016. HM
Treasury has since legislated to extend this regime further to cover all authorised persons
from 2018. Among other things the SMCR incorporates high-level Conduct rules reflecting
the standards expected of all staff. These focus on employees acting with integrity, skill,
care and diligence : and with regard to the interests of customers – as well as being open and
cooperative with regulators: and observing proper standards of market conduct.”
For most firms the Conduct Rules will apply only to regulated activities (and any activities
necessary to carry these out).(and I want to emphasise this) “However, under the banking
regime the Conduct Rules apply to everything someone does on behalf of their firm,
whether its regulated or unregulated or linked to financial services at all. In Practice this
means that we can hold bank senior management to account for breaches of conduct rules
in relation to activities, such as lending to small companies, which are otherwise unregulated.
We hope Members, SMF1 and SMF2 in Danske Bank and other Banks and the staff
throughout the FOS and the FCA recognise the significance of this in relation to SME loans.
It does not seem to us, or at least visibly yet, with these Danske actions, and the recent
actions regarding Jes Staley at Barclays in seeking to pursue the identity of a whistleblower,
that the FCA SM & CR is NOT yet having the appropriate impact on Bank conduct and
behaviour?
I ask the House to support the Motion. “
Planned speech by Mr Jim Shannon MP for 17 April 2018

(postponed) – removed – we

include here his actual speech on 10 May 2018 and planned speech but restricted to 4
minutes.
 2.59.35 pm to 3.03.33 pm
Due to the restriction to four minutes I was unable to deliver the full speech so I include the
Hansard version initially to meet that Deputy Speaker imposed speech limit

 Jim Shannon (Strangford) (DUP)
First, I congratulate the hon. Member for East Lothian (Martin Whitfield) on securing the
debate. In my last speech on this matter in this House, I referred to a farm in the constituency
of my hon. Friend the Member for East Londonderry (Mr Campbell); the family live in my
constituency. I remind the House that they paid back half a million pounds in capital and
£535,000 in interest, including £62,000 just to leave the bank they were with and go to
another bank. The bank had the audacity to charge £6 for a transfer fee on the £1.25 million
balance. What bank was this? It was the bank I am with—the Danske bank ..in Northern
Ireland, the most profitable company in Northern Ireland, with profits of £117 million in
2016 and of £145 million in 2017.
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Its chief executive has said: “We are absolutely delighted to have retained top spot in the Belfast Telegraph’s listing of the Top 100 companies in Northern Ireland”.
Would it not have been better had it been in the top 100 for customer care and looking
after its customers? That is what we should have had, instead of it trying to make more
dividends for its shareholders.
In the time I have available, I shall be speaking about Hubert and Marjorie Armstrong, who
have also had a nightmare situation with Danske bank in relation to their property
development business, Moorcroft Estates Ltd, which has sites at Glenburn Manor of some 44
units and Fashoda Street in east Belfast, with a plan to build some 47 apartments. On 7 May
2007, Danske advanced the company £1.25 million, which was matched by the business,
which had been successfully trading for a decade. Danske subsequently took an additional
charge of £300,000 on their family home.
This story is dreadful, and, as happens all too often, it involves health issues. The company
was finally insolvent in May 2010. On the preliminary reading, Mr and Mrs Armstrong’s
personal efforts to pursue the matter with the FCA are interesting and resonate with much of
what I have heard from right hon. and hon. Members in this Chamber today. Mr Armstrong’s
is a classic case of where the Financial Ombudsman Service should not be involved now or in
the future. It shows why we believe the tribunal is the correct complementary solution, to run
alongside the right expanded remit of the FOS.
Those of us in the all-party group on the Connaught Income Fund have come across many
episodes and examples of where the FCA has failed in its duty as a regulator. We have read
of the actions, or indeed the inactions, of the Financial Services Authority and FCA, and the
FCA board should hang their heads in shame. Past victims have been ignored.
I am conscious of the time and I am trying to race through this. I hope I am not talking too
fast, Madam Deputy Speaker. If I am, I apologise to the Hansard people, who are probably
writing furiously at this moment in time and trying to decipher my Ulster Scots. I wish to
draw the attention of Members to early-day motion 1162, which we tabled in order to give
Members the chance to record their concerns about how the cases of past victims have been
looked at. The FCA board has asked: “Do you agree that the changes introducing small
businesses as eligible complainants should come into effect on 1 December 2018 and that
they should apply only to complaints made to a firm regarding acts or omissions of the firm
which occur from 1 December 2018?”
That approach is wrong. Let us get it right. I do believe in the tribunal system—I think this
should be done—and I wish to conclude by mentioning an article by Richard Samuel on 5
February 2018 headed “Banking disputes: time for a tribunal”. In our view, he sets out
compelling and convincing logic for why we should have both the FOS and tribunals.
I urge the Minister to look towards that. As I always do, I look to him for a positive and helpful response. Hand on heart, I ask him to help our constituents.
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Followed by what I had planned to say .. plan 6.45 mins
In my speech in January I brought the House’s attention to the case of a large family dairy
farm in my Rt Hon Friend’s constituency in East Londonderry. We have been working
together here since July 2017 as their daughter / sister is my constituent.
As members may recall the Minister acknowledged the legitimacy of my uncharacteristic
language when I said “that Danske Bank has really screwed them, if I can use that word. I do
not know if it is unparliamentary language and I apologise if it is, but that is how I feel” as I
told the House that “since the day of £1 million loan drawdown on 22 January 2009, the farm
has paid almost £500,000 in capital and—wait till you hear this one—£535,000 in interest,
including another £62,000 because it is moving to another bank.”
My Rt Hon Friend for East Londonderry is unable to be here today but it is right and proper
that he tell the House at an appropriate time the full details of how that transpired since, as his
constituents finally exit Danske Bank TODAY. Suffice to say that on Tuesday of this week
I noted with dismay and disappointment, after just reading the Danske Debt Redemption
letter sent on behalf of their CEO, that it included (IN CAPITALS) a sentence reminding the
Farm that they also ensure they add the CHAPS transfer fee of £6 to the c £1.25m balance
they were remitting!!. The House should hear that this sum is almost identical to the Debt
they started with in January 2009 .. after remitting more than that in capital repayments,
interest and charges to Danske, when the Bank of England interest rate has been mostly
0.5% .. ……STAGGERING.
To compound that on Tuesday evening we realised where their CEO was when I had read
their letter at 8.30 am. He was attending a business breakfast in Belfast Waterfront where
Danske Bank NI was reported as the MOST profitable company in Northern Ireland.
Its Profits before tax rose from £117m in 2016 to £145m in 2017 and Mr Kingston was quoted as saying “We are absolutely delighted to have retained top spot in the Belfast Telegraph’s
listing of the Top 100 companies in Northern Ireland for the fourth year in a row”. …a few
seconds …. perhaps my “uncharacteristic language / feelings then and since can be understood by all Rt Hon Members.
Furthermore since hearing the many speakers and stories in that Backbench debate in the
House in January, local media coverage in my Strangford constituency and a referral from Sir
Jeffrey Donaldson MP I have been approached by more constituents. Today I select Mr
Hubert and Marjorie Armstrong who also have had a nightmare situation with Danske /
Northern Bank in relation to their property development business Moorcraft Estates Limited
with sites at Glenburn Manor of some 44 units and Fashoda Street in the East of Belfast with
a plan to build some 47 apartments Danske advanced on 7 May 2007 the company £1.25
(matched by the business) which had been successfully trading for a decade The Bank
appointed a top NI RICS surveyor to carry out a valuation to support the Credit Committee
Application, though the business had to pay for the Valuation. Danske subsequently took an
additional charge of £300K on their family home in 2008.
Their story is dreadful with the all too often health issues and the company was finally
insolvent in May 2010. Today that Fashoda site has substantial social housing whilst the
Armstrongs were declared bankrupt in 2014. Our preliminary reading of Mr and Mrs
Armstrongs personal efforts to pursue with the FCA make interesting reading and resonate
with much of what I hear from Rt Hon Members in this and past debates. I wrote to Mr
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Andrew Bailey at the FCA and Ms Caroline Wayman at the FOS to do a personal deep dive
in to how their organisations have dealt with Mr Armstrong. Ms Wayman responded to my
letter very promptly setting out all the dates and communications with Mr Armstrong and
with which he concurs. Mr Armstrong is, however in my view, a classic case of where the
FOS should not be involved now or in the future and why we believe the Tribunal is the
correct complementary solution alongside the “right” expanded remit of the FOS.
Mr Bailey’s response from the FCA and their chronology of interactions / actions with the
Armstrongs are awaited.
As a Vice Chair of the APPG on the Connaught Fund I know Mr Speaker, we have and will
hear many episodes of where the FCA has failed in its duty as a regulator today, but the more
I read of the actions or should I say inactions of the FSA/FCA in this case the more I feel that
the FCA Board should hold their heads in shame. I am now observing / experiencing it myself elsewhere in other research since September 2017, which I have recently shared with
CEO Mr Andrew Bailey and hope to meet next month.
Now to return to bigger strategic picture for all of the UK economy and SME’s throughout
our nation. I begin by reminding the House about the last debate and what our competent
Minister had appropriately stated in his Opening Remarks …… “The FCA is undertaking a
review, and it launched a discussion paper on SMEs in November 2015. I feel that that is a
very long time ago, so I am reassured to be able to report to the House that it will be making
a statement on Monday 22 January on its 2015 SME paper and on its consultation on widening SME eligibility for the Financial Ombudsman Service……and his statement concluded
“I fully recognise the frustration that the hon. Gentleman is expressing, but I also said that the
Government rule nothing out. We will see what the proposals are and respond accordingly. I
think that that is a reasonable position given the relationship between the Government and the
FCA.”
Despite what has and is happening in this House and elsewhere this FCA Board and CEO approved a Consultation Paper (CP18/3) which had Q4 (and Q5 for Guarantors) consciously
and deliberately ask
“Do you agree that the changes introducing small businesses as eligible complainants should
come into effect on 1 December 2018 and that they should apply only to complaints made to
a firm regarding acts or omissions of the firm which occur from 1 December 2018? “

In effect past victims could be ignored. That is the reason why on the 16th April 2018, in
addition to the many speeches in multiple debates in this House in the last decade, I and
my DUP colleagues brought an Early Day Motion to the House in which we continue to
seek the widest possible cross party support for this EDM 1162. We ask all Hon Members to please sign this EDM to add to the speeches from this House so that in effect the
FCA know we cannot ignore past Banking victims
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In short I believe we cannot allow the FCA to ignore past banking victims and that
SMEs should have the CHOICE of options in seeking redress within two parameters
(in addition to commercial court) :1. Within FOS with an expanded remit for claims / awards of up to £500,000 for businesses
which are currently trading. This implemented after any further appropriate training and
resourcing, management and governance reviews in FOS. I believe that the overall principle
of providing a “fair and reasonable” solution is an appropriate ADR mechanism and it is a
matter of implementation and culture – not more law.
OR
A “Financial Services Tribunal” as proposed by The APPG Fair Business Banking. We
understand that this proposal is predicated on Employment Tribunal principles and I believe
should be available for any claims of £10,000+ for those SMEs which continue to trade AND
for those SMEs and Guarantors which have been the subject of insolvency or bankruptcy
proceedings. This solution is quasi-judicial and is the most appropriate for the highest value
complaints.
I note with endorsement that The All Party Parliamentary Group on Fair Business Banking
(APPG) has announced that a research project will be carried out into the best way of
establishing an independent resolution mechanism for complex financial disputes. The
Centre for Policy Studies will produce policy recommendations into how this mechanism will
be set up, how it will be funded, who will be able to access it and on what basis it will make
decisions”.
I and my Party look forward to contributing to this research. I would add that we consider the
recent article in the Law Society Gazette by Mr Richard Samuel on 5 February 2018 headed
“Banking disputes: time for a tribunal” in which , in our view, he sets out compelling logic of
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why we should have both the FOS and Tribunals, is convincing.
We have noted that he ,
like myself (Mr Shannon MP, Mr Brian Little and Mr Paul Moore as part of our Written
Submission – SME0025- and 56 Page Annex 1 to the TSC Inquiry on SME Finance) have a
Written Evidence submission published on the TSC website for their SME Finance Inquiry
on 17 April 2018. It is SME0003.
Finally following the Minister statement in the January debate once we had received that
CP18/3 Consultation we made arrangements with the FOS to visit so that the DUP had the
best available information and research available to us in finalising our Response Submission
to the FCA.
On the morning of this postponed debate on Tuesday 17 April 2018 I visited with others the
Financial Ombudsman CEO Canary Wharf in what was a very good meeting where we were
able to ask and receive answers to some twenty five of our questions with their senior team of
four. A few other items remain to be clarified advised. One of the team, the CEO of
Vedanta Hedging, has formally offered to provide c100 hours of free training per year to the
FOS on certain “complex” financial areas, as he understood the FOS’s remit is to help the
most vulnerable and smallest SMEs, as they are passionate about financial education for
SMEs for these “complex” topics.
I have since provided our comprehensive Submission to the FCA and Mr Andrew Bailey by
the closing date of that Friday 20 April 2018 and I expect it / like all the other nonconfidential Consultation responses will be published on the FCA website shortly.
This has enabled me to finalise my Draft Submission as follows….no change from Original

Questions posed by the Consultation CP18/3
Overall we welcome this Consultation intent but believe it should only be one of the Options
available to SMEs and that they alone should have the CHOICE as to which dispute resolution
choice they wish to pursue with only two parameters restricting same.
Q1. Do you agree with our proposed changes to the definition of an eligible complainant? Are the
proposed size thresholds broadly correct or would different thresholds or criteria be more
appropriate?
Yes the definition and thresholds appear appropriate but see Q2 below.
Q2. Do you agree that all 3 tests (employees, turnover and balance sheet) would need to be met
for the Ombudsman to consider an SME a small business?
Whilst the tests seem appropriate we consider that any two of the criteria is sufficient to qualify as
an eligible complainant. All three should not be required for eligibility.

Q3. Do you agree with our proposal to make guarantors eligible complainants?
Yes
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Q4. Do you agree that the changes introducing small businesses as eligible complainants should
come into effect on 1 December 2018 and that they should apply only to complaints made to a
firm regarding acts or omissions of the firm which occur from 1 December 2018? If not, what
transitional period do you consider appropriate?
The FCA is well aware from multiple debates in the House of Commons (most recently Thursday
18 January 2018 as the 17 April 2018 debate is to be re-scheduled) that there are many SME cases
since the financial crisis in 2007/2008 which merit truth and justice across multiple banks. The FCA
Consultation fails to set out whether the FCA does not have the powers to apply this process
retrospectively.
At present the rules setting out how the Ombudsman should handle complaints and the jurisdiction of the service
are published as part of your Financial Conduct Authority’s handbook, in the section called Dispute Resolution
(“DISP”) rules: complaints. DISP 2.8.2 found within Chapter 2, states
The Ombudsman cannot consider a complaint if the complainant refers it to the Financial Ombudsman Service :
(2) more than
(a) six years after the event complained of ; or (if later)
(b) three years from the date on which the complainant became aware (or ought reasonably to have become
aware) that he had cause for complaint unless the complainant referred the complaint to the respondent or to the
Ombudsman within that period and has a written acknowledgment or some other record of the complaint having
being received;

AND SHOULD BE ADDED
(c) for all eligible complainants (from 1 December 2018) if the complainant referred the complaint to
their sitting Member of Parliament at any time from 1 September 2007 to 18 January 2018 and has
a written acknowledgment or some other record of action on the complaint, (including but not
limited to the FSA, FCA, FOS, HMG) from their sitting Member of Parliament (MP) during that period.
(Note: Penderleith BOE report in October 2012 of the UK financial crisis re Northern Rock and most
recent Banking debate in the House of Commons on 18 January 2018 and before FCA Consultation
issued on 22 January 2018.)
The FCA should include this paragraph in an update to their Handbook coincident with the
introduction of this Option being available to all eligible complainants from the FCA proposed 1
December 2018. This addition (within the FCA Handbook powers alone) would at least provide a
credible OPTION for some SMEs and together with our support for the APPG for Fair Business Banking proposal of a Financial Services Tribunal as an ADR option for any SME, should be sufficient for
HMG to legislate in a timely manner in this Parliament term for those SME’s which seek redress by
an alternative dispute resolution process.
Any cases, with Claims exceeding £10,000, prior to 1 September 2007 should be addressed through
the proposed “Tribunal” system. There is a well-established and well- respected tribunals system,
now run under the Courts, Tribunals and Enforcement Act 2007 which provides a model for that
future “Financial Services Tribunal” system here. In our research we read an article in the Law
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Society Gazette on 5 February 2018 by Mr Richard Samuel with which we agree when he states “……
in my view, FOS’s expansion is to be warmly welcomed and enthusiastically supported. The greater
the ADR services available to a greater number of complainants in financial services disputes, the
better served is the public interest. But Expansion of FOS’s ADR services is but one half of the required solution; a structural deficit in access to justice remains. This is no the FOS’s fault (although
those in it and connected with FOS have interpreted my writing as finding fault with it , for which I
am , no doubt, to be criticised). On the contrary, the fault is with the primary forum of dispute resolution – the courts – to which FOS’s ADR service is an alternative. The courts must be within reach
of businesses with claims against banks for the justice system to work. The suggestion of a tribunal is
the solution to the problem with the other half of the justice system: the courts, not FOS.”
Q5. Do you agree that the changes introducing guarantors as eligible complainants should come into
effect on 1 December 2018 and that they should apply only to complaints made to a firm regarding
guarantees or security given on or after 1 December 2018?
See response to Q4.
Q6. Do you agree with our cost/benefit analysis? Are there other costs or benefits we ought to
have considered?
No view

Q7. Do you have any views on how access to redress might be improved for SMEs without the
need for changes to legislation, including but not limited to the areas where we have powers to
make changes?
As will be evident above we consider the Consultation should be only one Option which should be
available to eligible SMEs in the UK.

Q8. Without legislative change, do you think the Ombudsman might be an appropriate body to
consider a greater share of complex or higher value complaints from SMEs than is implied in our
proposals for consultation in Chapter 3. What changes would be needed to make this effective?
What risks might this introduce?
See below
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS/POINTS
(A) AWARD LIMITS: Although in para 4.17 the FCA state “We have powers to change the limit on
the awards the Ombudsman can make within its compulsory jurisdiction. The current limit of £150,000 was
increased from £100,000 in 2012” we do not see any question seeking our views on this subject although

the FCA Consultation sets out some perspective from Paragraphs 4.17 to 4.33.
In the FOS FOI 2803 reply dated 26 September 2017 the FOS stated at page 3 “In regards to
questions 7, 8 and 9, our statutory involvement in a complaint ends once we’ve issued a final decision
and so we do not monitor the degree to which a business pays compensation out to a consumer, or if
they pay over our award limit. This means that we would only hold this information if the parties to
the complaint got back in touch with us and manually reviewing this would exceed the appropriate
limit. However, I would like to assure you that if the complainant gets in touch to say that they have
not received the award, we would first raise this with the individual business and then with the FCA,
which can use its regulatory powers to make a financial business pay the award up to our award limit. “
We do believe that on balance it does make sense as the FCA say at paragraph 4.23 that the award
limit available to the Ombudsman should be increased to £500,000 including direct consequential
losses and that it remain within a “fair and reasonable basis” process . In our view this should happen immediately for these cases and the FOS should have the task in the public interest of ensuring they follow up and know what the Banks actions have been.
We did note with interest (FOS FOI 2383) that in the larger mis-selling complaints for fixed rate
commercial loans and mortgages that out of the 21 cases at the FOS, that had an award of £75,000 or
over, two were made by an Ombudsman while the rest were resolved informally between the parties
without a formal Ruling. However I do believe that if the eligible complainant believes their claim is
more than £500,000 including consequential losses then this should NOT be within the FOS process.
Instead the complainant should pursue through the proposed Financial Services Tribunal process.
We believe that with the relevant powers of disclosure and appropriate training/number of competent
resources within the FOS AND that the SMEs have the option of choosing to seek redress in the FOS
OR via Financial Services Tribunal OR Court then the parties to the highest value complaints might
properly expect the basis for decision making and the investigation process to more closely resemble
those of a court – for example a Tribunal with hearings etc i.e. if their Claim is more than £500,000.
(B) SMEs redress of dissolved companies and companies in insolvency proceedings
INSOLVENCY : We agree that the FOS process is NOT appropriate for these SMEs HOWEVER
we have been concerned to listen over the last decade to stories of SMEs (most recently RBS – GRG)
who are no longer in business, many of whom earnestly believe they were driven out of business by
banks – some of which were bailed out and owned by HMG. In the interests of truth and justice we
believe that this represents another reason why HMG should consider and then legislate carefully for
the OPTION of a Financial Services Tribunal which would include these type of cases where
“the complainant referred the complaint to their sitting Member of Parliament at any time from
1 September 2007 to 21 April 2018 and has a written acknowledgment or some other record of action
on the complaint , (including but not limited to the FSA, FCA , FOS, HMG ) from their sitting Member of Parliament (MP) during that period.
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(Note Penderleith BOE October 2012 report for start of the financial crisis re Northern Rock and
most recent Banking debate in the House of Commons on 18 January 2018 and before FCA Consultation issued.)
Again HMG should bring forward such primary legislation in the current Parliamentary term and well
before May 2022 as we recognise the inclusion of the Insolvency aspects will prove important in
bringing forward an appropriate truth and justice legal solution within a Financial Services Tribunal.
(C) Resources / Funding + other

I recognise that the FOS have recently published their “Our plans for the year ahead
(2018/2019)” and that by the end of 2018/2019 they expect to have drawn significantly on
their reserves in dealing with our long term strategy for dealing with the fallout of mass PPI
mis-selling. They expect to consult on proposals for their funding model for the future later
this year and I would endorse that the FCA and FOS should begin to work through the
assessment of the potential workload and costs associated with considering the past banking
victims from 1 September 2007.
Furthermore I consider that HMG should make some contribution to this cost for the
remainder of this parliamentary term given the billions of taxpayer monies expended to bail
out the banks. Some of that funding could be used by FOS to draw on some independent
expert resources where they considered that useful in fulfilling their Mission.
The FCA Consultation has not set out whether any additional powers are needed for the FOS
(for example in relation to Disclosure) and I believe that this should be explored further to
ensure that the FCA (and/or Parliament) can consider same if needed.

Jim SHANNON MP
Member of Parliament
Democratic Unionist Party
Strangford Constituency
Friday 20 April 2018 - update Pages 5 to 12 on Wednesday 30 May 2018

Copy

Mr John Glen MP - Economic Secretary to the Treasury
Mrs Nikki Morgan - Chair and Members of the Treasury Select Committee
Mr Andrew Bailey - FCA Chief Executive
Ms Caroline Wayman - FOS Chief Executive and Chief Ombudsman
Ms Heather Buchanan - APPG for Fair Business Banking
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